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法)。该方法将 Canny 边缘检测技术与基于局部与全局光流算法（Combined Local 







率函数的傅立叶描述子特征(Curvature Function-Based Fourier Descriptors， CFD)、
人体区域特征(Shape-Based Region Descriptors，SRD)和人体骨骼重要运动关节点
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4. 提出了一种新的基于选择性集成的旋转森林行为识别算法(Based on 




























Visual-based human action recognition is currently one of the most active 
research topics in computer vision with many important applications, including 
human-computer interfaces, content-based video indexing, video surveillance, and 
robotics, among others.  
The objective of human action analysis is to detect and recognize human actions 
from videos so that the computer system is able to understand human behaviors and 
make further semantic description of the scene.  
Computer systems understand human actions from the scene involving two 
major steps: human motion detection and human action recognition. There are 
challenges in both of these two research areas. Generally speaking, the main challenge 
of human motion detection from video is to detect humans with different moving 
speeds in complex background clusters, and under different illumination changes. For 
human action recognition, there have been a number of action classifiers proposed, 
but the crucial factors are how to give effective and efficient representations of high 
dimensional human actions for categorization or recognition, how to employ 
unlabeled video data to train and enhance the performance of the action recognition 
system, and how to categorize the disorderly and unsystematic video data in human 
action aspect quickly and efficiently.  
In this thesis, new algorithms are proposed from multi-information fusion based 
approach to solve these problems in human action detection and recognition. 
1. A new Canny-Combined Local and Global Optical Flow Method (C-CLG) is 
proposed to employ optical flow and Canny operator for human motion detection via 
direct analysis from videos. The Canny operator is used to compute the contour of the 
objects in the video.  Meanwhile, the Optical Flow method is adopted to establish the 
motion vector field. After using the morphologic operators to process the results, the 
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2. This paper presents a simple but efficient action recognition algorithm using 
mixed visual features (CFD+SRD+JPCD, CSJ). The mixed features fuse three action 
descriptors, namely curvature function-based Fourier descriptors (CFD), shape 
parameters-based regional descriptors (SRD) and joints-based polar coordinates 
descriptors (JPCD). The frame-based human action classifier is developed using 
random forests algorithm. The CSJ can be efficiently extracted from human silhouette 
and human skeleton data, and used for training the human action classifier. 
3. This thesis develops a semi-supervised algorithm for human action 
recognition, as labeled data are costly to obtain whereas unlabeled data are abundantly 
available. To tackle this problem, we propose a novel multi-class semi-supervised 
learning algorithm in which the variant co-training algorithm namely MC-CO is 
adopted to leverage the information from unlabeled data. Also, a classifiers selection 
algorithm based on diversity measure of entropy (CSADME) is shown to solve the 
classifiers selection issue. CSADME is adopted to select two base classifiers through 
using entropy diversity measure instead of requiring two views of the data, and thus it 
is applicable to action recognition problems with no natural attribute partitions. 
4. This paper proposes a Based on Selected Ensemble Rotation Forest (SERF) 
action classification model in which selective ensemble strategy is used to pick the 
base learner, to increase difference between the classifies in the Rotation Forest 
model. 
The proposed methods have been extensive evaluated using Kinect human action 
classification database. Comparison between the proposed methods and existing 
state-of-the-art methods are also reported in this thesis. 
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